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This document is a supplementary document to the Cricket Victoria Return to play and train 
guide, which can be found here:- 
https://connectedcommunities.monash.edu/Clubs/Cricket/News/covid19 
The purpose of the document is to detail processes unique to Monash University. 
 
This document has been updated In line with the Victorian State Government change of 
Covid-19 restrictions on the 22nd of November 2020, the Cricket Club will increase the number 
of allowed players in a group to 50, plus coaches.  This is in line with allowing outdoor 
gatherings of up to 50 people. 
 
Recording of Attendance 
All attendees at training and home matches will be required to check-in and check-out via easily 
displayed QR code, which links to a google shared document, which the club committee and 
Monash University can access. Records will be kept for two months.  
 
Equipment 

Item Details 

Stumps Are to be sanitised by spray at the start and end of every session by a 
covid-19 safety officer.  On Match day they are to be sanitised in front 
of the umpires. 

Cones Are to be sanitised by spray at the start and end of every session and 
matches, by the person responsible for putting them out and collecting 
them. 

Balls Each group will be assigned a group of balls for fielding or bowling.  All 
balls will be sanitised by spray at the start of session and at the end. 
A bowler will be given a ball to bowl with, and no-one else is to handle 
that ball for that session. 
No sweat or saliva to put onto the ball. 

Touch Points Touch points on the nets and shed door will be whipped down at the 
start and end of every session. 

Bowling Machine Bowling Machines are not able to be used. 

Cricket Nets All cricket cricket nets will be used, while maintaining social distancing. 

Change Rooms Change Rooms are allowed to be used at Monash University, but are 
only to be used by players, who must maintain social distancing. 
Change Rooms are not allowed at Lord, Centenary, East Caulfield 
Reserve or Heatherton, toilet facilities will be provided. 

https://connectedcommunities.monash.edu/Clubs/Cricket/News/covid19


 
 
Training Groups 
Training will be conducted at the cricket nets and on the Frearson oval, Monash University 
Clayton from 5:30pm until 9:00pm on Tuesday and Thursday nights, in line with the club’s 
affiliation agreement.  5:30pm until 6pm will be used to set-up and for players to conduct their 
warm-ups.  Each training session will have at least 3 covid-19 safety officers present. 
 
Training will be limited to 50 players, plus coaches.  A register of who is at training will be kept, 
and once the limit is reached, anyone else attending training will be immediately asked to leave. 
Players will be encouraged to train either Tuesday or Thursday night, and not both, and to arrive 
at the start of session.  When players leave the session, that will still not allow more than 50 
players to attend one night of training.  Players will need to maintain social distancing. 
 
 
  

Protective 
equipment  

Before and after all protective equipment is shared, it will be sanitised 
by spray. 

Club rooms Club rooms,  the bar and social rooms are not to be used for the 
2020/21 Season. 



Training Locations 
Monash University - Clayton 
Players are to train in one space, and move in one direction to their next station, and not mingle 
with another group. 

 
 
  



Covid-19 Safety Officers 
 

 
 

Name Phone Number 

Stephen Pearson 0409780769 

Sukaina Ali 0403931836 

Maxime Buser 0468921511 

Induni de Silva 0433261212 

Randini Dissanayake 0470659434 

Kabir Gill 0421111104 

Rahul Kakkar 0450561876 

Pardhu Kollu 0468485443 

Taha Mahadi 0468428020 

Amri Mohideen 0424143844 

Ahmed Moosa 0435561111 

Rigel Pandit 0430027094 

Kaushal Surana 0404395658 

Ankush Vemagal 0402999992 


